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Name: ______________________________ 

Lesson 18-2 Reading Checksheet 
 

1. Ions form when atoms ______ or ______ electrons and become ____________ 
particles with more or less electrons than ____________. 
2. What happens when potassium and iodine ______? An atom of potassium has ____ 
electron in its outer level. This is not a ______ outer energy ______. The potassium 
atom ______ the one electron in its ______ level. The ______ energy level now 
becomes a complete outer level. 
3. The potassium atom now has one less ____________ than it has ____________. The 
positive and negative ____________ are no longer ______. The potassium atom is now 
a positive ____. It has more protons with ____________ charges than electrons with 
____________ charges. The potassium ion has a __+ charge. The symbol for a positive 
potassium ion is ___ 
4. The iodine atom also changes when it combines to form potassium ____________. 
An iodine atom has ___ electrons in its ______ energy level. A stable outer energy level 
has ___ electrons. When the iodine atom ______ with the potassium atom, the iodine 
atom ______ one ____________ from potassium. There are now ___ electrons in 
iodine’s outer energy level. 
5. The iodine atom now has one more ____________ than it has ____________. The 
iodine atom has become a negative ____ with a charge of ___, written as I-. 
6. An ionic ____________ forms when two or more ions ____________. The ionic 
compound potassium iodide does not have a ____________. The 1+ charge and the 1- 
charge ________________________. This means the compound is ____________. 
7. An ionic bond is the ______ of attraction between a positive ____ and a negative 
____ in an ______ compound. When atoms form an ionic compound, a large amount of 
energy is released. This occurs because of the transfer of electrons. 
8. A covalent ______ is the force of ____________ between two atoms that share 
_______. 
9. A molecule is the neutral particle that forms when atoms share electrons. 
10. A ________ covalent bond forms when two atoms share ___electrons. Usually ___ 
electron comes from each atom in the covalent bond.  
11. There are two single ____________ bonds in a water ____________. In each single 
bond, a hydrogen atom and an oxygen atom each give ___ electron, which the atoms 
______. 
12. Covalent bonds also help atoms ______ their outer energy levels and become more 
______. 
13. A covalent bond can have ______ than two ______ electrons. Each nitrogen atom 
has ___ electrons in its ______ energy level. A nitrogen atom needs to gain ___ 
electrons to have a stable number of ___ electrons in its outer energy level. When two 
nitrogen atoms combine, they share ___ electrons with each other. The bond between 
the two atoms has six ____________, or three ______ of electrons. Three pairs of 
electrons form a ______ bond. 
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14. Atoms in a ____________ bond do not always share electrons ______. The positive 
charge of an atom’s ____________ attracts the electrons in a bond. Some nuclei ______ 
electrons more ____________ than others. 
15. A polar ______ is a ____________ bond in which the electrons are unequally 
______, producing a molecule with a ____________-charged end and a 
____________-charged end. 
16. A polar ____________ is a molecule that has a slightly positive end and a slightly 
negative end, but the molecule itself is ______l. In a ____________ molecule, the 
electrons are shared equally and does not have oppositely ____________ ends. 

 
Create 5 ionic compounds using your electron dot diagram: 
1. 
 
 
 
2. 
 
 
 
3. 
 
 
 
4. 
 
 
 
5. 


